Replication is a powelful technique f o r increasing availability of a distributed service. Algorithms f o r replicating distributed services do however face a dilemma: they should be ( 1 ) eficient (low latency), while (2) ensuring consistency of the replicas, which are two contradictory goals. The paper concentrates on active replication, where all the replicas handle the clients' requests. Active replication is usually implemented using the Atomic Broadcast primitive.
Introduction
Replication is a widely used technique for providing high-availability and fault-tolerance of critical services. Nevertheless, developing replicated services is a challenging task: a replicated service must appear as a single highly-available logical entity to its client, which specifically means that the different copies must remain synchronized and consistent with each other. In the so-called active replication technique the client request is sent to all the server replicas using an Atomic Broadcast primitive (also called Total Order Broadcast) [6] , which ensures that the requests are delivered in the same order by all replicas. Every replica handles the request and sends back the reply to the client. While Atomic Broadcast preserve the consistency of a replicated service, it is considered costly to implement (leading to high latency). To reduce the latency, some Atomic Broadcast algorithms (e.g., [2, 131) have sacrificed consistency: in some scenarios the total order delivery property of messages can be violated, leading to inconsistencies I015 Lausanne, Switzerland andre.schiper@ epJ1.ch in the state of the servers. However, the fact that the servers are not always consistent with each other is not a problem in itself, as long as (1) inconsistencies can be repaired, and ( 2 ) they do not propagate to the clients. This requires however integration of the Atomic Broadcast algorithm with the client-server interaction schema, i.e., Atomic Broadcast can no more be considered as a black box.
The paper present an active replication algorithm, inspired by the Atomic Broadcast algorithm of [ 2 , 131, which has a low latency in "good" runs with no failures and no failure suspicions, while ensuring that, in runs with failures or failure suspicions, inconsistencies can be repaired and do not propagate to clients. Repairing the inconsistencies requires the ability for the replicas to rollback, which can be done for instance using transactions. The algorithm is optimistic in the sense that it assumes that failures are rare and is optimized for this case.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces background concepts and related work about replication and optimistic algorithms. Section 3 describes the system model. Section 4 presents an overview of the optimistic active replication algorithm, and Section 5 gives a formal description of that algorithm. Due to space constraints, the proof of the algorithm has been omitted. It can be found in [8]. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
Background and related work

Replication techniques
Fault-tolerance in distributed systems is typically achieved through replication. The literature distinguishes between two main classes of replication techniques: passive replication and active replication [ 151. In passive replication the client only interacts with one replica, called the primary: the primary handles the client request and sends back the response. The primary also issues messages to the secondaries (the other replicas) in order to update their state. In active replication the client sends its request to all the replicas, which all handle the request and send back the response to the client. The client waits only for the first reply. Note that active replication requires the servers to be deterministic.
Ensuring consistency of the replicas is the main difficulty of replication techniques. One well known technique are quorum systems [lo] . However, quorum systems typically require a transactional infrastructure. This is not the case for group communication, another infrastructure for managing replication, which we consider here.
With active replication, consistency is ensured by having the clients invoke a group communication primitive called Atomic Broadcast (also called Total Order Broadcast). Atomic Broadcast guarantees that the requests sent by the clients are received by all replicas in the same order. With passive replication, consistency requires a group communication infrastructure that provides a group membership service (to select the primary), and a view synchronous broadcast (to be used by the primary to update the state of the secondaries) [ 
Design issues for Atomic Broadcast algorithms
We consider in the paper only active replication and Atomic Broadcast. Numerous Atomic Broadcast algorithms have been published in the last 15 years. A good survey can be found in [5] . The different algorithms differ mainly by the assumptions they make with respect to the system model: they typically assume either a synchronous system, or an asynchronous system augmented with failure detectors. From a practical point of view, modeling the system as synchronous when the network and processor load are variable requires to be pessimistic for the bounds on message transmission delay and relative processor speeds. This leads to a large crash detection time, i.e., a large failover time, which is inadequate for time critical applications.
A better approach consists in assuming an asynchronous model augmented with a failure detector, which makes Atomic Broadcast solvable [3] . In this context, Atomic Broadcast algorithms can further be classified in two categories: (1) those that rely on a group membership oracle,' and (2) those that rely on a failure detector oracle. The Isis Atomic Broadcast algorithm [2] belongs to the first category, while the Chandra-Toueg Atomic Broadcast algorithm [3] belongs to the second category. MULTI-PAXOS 1181, which can be seen as an Atomic Broadcast algorithm, also belongs to the second category and has a cost similar to the Chandra-Toueg Atomic Broadcast algorithm.
As argued in [4] , the algorithms in the first category force the crash of processes that have been incorrectly suspected, which is not the case of the algorithms in the second category. This has an important consequence: the overhead due to an incorrect failure suspicion is higher with algorithms in 'Also called group membership service the first category, where the incorrectly suspected processes join again after being excluded (to keep the same degree of replication), which includes the costly state transfer operation.2 For this reason we consider in the paper an optimistic active replication technique that does not rely on a group membership oracle.
Optimistic algorithms
Achieving low cost in the absence of failures is an important -but not new -idea. Achieving fault-tolerance is often considered to be expensive and to lead to a significant overhead. The same holds for Atomic Broadcast, which was often criticized as being too expensive. In spite of that, designing optimistic Atomic Broadcast algorithms or optimistic active replication techniques was largely ignored until recently [ quest by the replicated service.
The Optimistic Atomic Broadcast algorithm [ 171 is an example of (i). The algorithm makes the optimistic assumption that in a LAN messages are spontaneously received in total order with high probability, which is experimentally c o n f i r m e d . If t h i s a s s u m p t i o n is m e t , t h e a l g o r i t h m d e l i v e r s messages faster than known Atomic Broadcast algorithms. However, if the assumption does not hold, the algorithm is less efficient than other algorithms (but still delivers messages in total order).
The optimistic processing of transactions over Atomic Broadcast [14] is an example of (ii). [14] distinguishes two delivery events following the Atomic Broadcast of message m: the optimistic delivery denoted by Optdeliver ( m ) and the traditional total order delivery denoted by Adeliver(m). Opt-deliver(m) occurs upon reception of m. Even though the order of m is not yet decided, the processing of the request contained in m is optimistically started. As in [17] , the optimism is related to the spontaneous total order property of LANs. If Adeliwer(m) invalidates on some server si the temporary order defined by Opt-deliwer(m), then the replica si must rollback and undo 2As explained in [4] , the only advantage of the algorithms in the first category over those in the second category is the "finite storage" issue related to the implementation of reliable channels over fair-lossy channels.
It is trivial to extend algorithms that belong to the second category with a group membership oracle in order to address the "finite" storage problem (without requiring a perfect failure detector). A full discussion of this issue is out of the scope of the paper. the processing of request m. Notice that in this case the inconsistency is intemal to the server si: no response is sent to a client before the Adelivery of m.
This last example leads us to suggest another classification of optimism in the context of active replication and/or Atomic Broadcast: a) Optimism that never leads to inconsistency. b) Optimism that leads to internal inconsistencies only c) Optimism that leads to external inconsistencies (server (server inconsistencies only).
and client inconsistencies).
The optimistic Atomic Broadcast algorithm of [ 171 is an example of (a). The optimistic delivery and processing of [ 141 is an example of (b). The optimistic concurrency control in the context of transactions is another example of (b) (optimistic concurrency control never leads a client to see an inconsistent state of the data). The Isis Atomic Broadcast algorithm based on a sequencer [2] is an example of (c): in some runs the total order delivery of messages can be violated leading clients, in the context of active replication, to receive inconsistent responses (see Section 2.4). The violation of total order can occur with a variable probability, depending on the networktprocessor load, and on the timeout value chosen for suspecting crashed processes. Despite the potential inconsistencies the algorithm was chosen in Isis for its low cost in absence of failures.
The optimistic active replication technique given in the paper builds on this last algorithm. It prevents however external inconsistencies, even though internal inconsistencies are possible. For this reason the technique is to be classified under category (b). In the next section we briefly recall the Isis Atomic Broadcast algorithm [2] . The same idea appears in [13].
The Isis sequencer-based Atomic Broadcast algorithm
Consider a group G of replicated servers, and a client process issuing an Atomic Broadcast of m to G. The sequencer algorithm works as follows:
The message m is sent to the replicas in G. 
System model
For our optimistic active replication algorithm we consider an asynchronous system with processes that communicate by message passing. Processes are either client processes or server processes. For simplification, we consider one single replicated service, with server processes denoted by II = { P I , . . . , p n } . The client processes, which are not part of ll, are denoted by c1, . . . , c,. Each server process maintains a replica which supports a limited form of rollback: at any time a suffix of the sequence of messages may be undone, which returns the replica to a former state. Note that we never need to undo messages other than a suffix.
Processes only fail by crashing (i.e., we do not consider Byzantine failures). Processes are connected by reliable FIFO channels, defined in terms of the two primitives send and receive. Moreover, we assume the existence of a Reliable Multicast primitive, denoted by R-multicast(m,II), defined by the following properties: (Validity) if a correct process executes R-multicast(m,ll), then every correct process in ll eventually R-delivers m, (Agreement) if a correct process R-delivers m, then all correct processes in II eventually R-deliver m, and (Integrity) for any message m, every process R-delivers m only once, and only if m was previously R-multicast.
To handle the cases where the current sequencer process crashes or is incorrectly suspected (and only in these cases), our optimistic active replication algorithm relies on a consensus oracle. It is well known that such an oracle is not implementable in an asynchronous system [9] . However, as shown in [3] , the consensus oracle is implementable in an asynchronous system augmented with the failure detector OS and a majority of correct processes. The paper assumes the failure detector OS among ll and a majority of correct processes in II.
Overview of the algorithm
Like most optimistic algorithms, the optimistic active replication (OAR) algorithm is based on the assumption that failures are infrequent, i.e., the algorithm is optimized for failure-free runs. It uses a lightweight sequencer protocol similar to the protocol described in Section 2.4, which requires a minimal number of communication phases in absence of failures. The originality of the algorithm is that, despite the fact that the replies sent to a client may be different, it guarantees that the client will never "adopt" an inconsistent reply. The algorithm also includes mechanisms for resolving the temporary inconsistencies that may affect some servers.
To send its request to the servers, a client uses a Reliable Multicast primitive, which ensures that if one correct server receives the request, all correct servers eventually receive the request. The client then waits for replies from the servers. Contrary to the usual active replication techniques, the replies might here not be identical. To allow the client to select a "correct" reply, each server reply r contains an additional weight field. This field identifies the set of servers that endorse reply T . The client waits for a quorum of replies, and selects the reply according to a majority rule. The rule ensures the selection of the "correct" reply.
The details are given later.
The algorithm responsible for ordering the messages among the servers proceeds in a sequence of epochs. Each epoch has two phases. In phase 1 -the optimistic phase -the algorithm uses a sequencer to optimistically order the messages fast, assuming no failure. The optimistic message delivery is called Opt-deliver. As soon as a request message is Opt-delivered by some server, the server processes the request and generates a reply, which is sent back to the client. If the sequencer crashes or is incorrectly suspected, the algorithm proceeds to phase 2 -the conservative phasewhere it uses a different paradigm (based on consensus) to conservatively order messages. The conservative message delivery is called A-deliver. As with optimistic delivery, upon A-delivery of a request message, the request is immediately processed and the reply sent back to the client. If the sequences of messages Opt-delivered by each server during phase 1 are not identical, the conservative ordering of phase 2 might invalidate the optimistic ordering of phase 1. However, the following safety property holds:
Majority guarantee. If a majority of processes Optdeliver ml before m2, then no process A-delivers m2 before ml .
For the (rare) cases where -because of the crash or the (false) suspicion of the sequencer -the conservative order is different from the optimistic order, we introduce the Optundeliverfm) primitive. This primitive notifies the server that message m has been Opt-delivered in a wrong order, and that the effects induced by the processing of m must be undone. A message Opt-undelivered by a correct process will eventually be delivered again (Opt-delivered or A-delivered). The A-delivery of a message can never be undone. Phase 2 is handled by the problem that we call Conservative-order (or simply Cnsv-order), which is solved by reduction to a consensus problem. Cnsv-order has two input parameters (0-delivered, 0-notdelivered), and outputs two sequences of messages (Bad, New): For each server p , Odelivered is the sequence of messages Opt-delivered by p during the current epoch; 0-notdelivered is the sequence of messages received but not yet delivered by p ; Bad is the sequence that p has to Opt-undeliver, and New is the sequence that p has to Adeliver (after the Opt-undelivery operation).
Note that a minority of processes can deliver messages out of order only if the minority is suspected by the majority (e.g., a minority partition cannot communicate with the majority partition). However, this minority partition does In Figure 3 , the sequencerpl fails just after Opt-delivery of m3 and m4, or is incorrectly suspected. Only process p:! receives ordering information from pl and Opt-delivers m3 and m4. As a result of the suspicion, processes proceed to phase 2. In this example, since a majority of processes ($1 and p2) have Opt-delivered m3 before m4, no process can deliver these messages in a different order. Thus, Cnsvorder returns Bad = E (the empty sequence), New = E for p2 and Bad = e, New = (m3; m4} for p3.
The scenario of Figure 4 is similar to the one of Figure 3 , except that the sequencing message {m3; m4} is not received by p2. Therefore Cnsv-order may decide on a different ordering and returns Bad = e , New = (m4; m3} at p2 and p3. If pl does not crash but is incorrectly suspected (e.g., because of a network partition), Cnsv-order returns Bad = {m3;m4} and New = {m4;m3} at pl, which leads pl to undeliver m3 and m4.
The Optimistic Active Replication algorithm
Notation
The OAR algorithm manages sequences of mesThis leads us to introduce the following notaSequences (of messages) are denoted as follows: sages. tion.
3Both the Chandra-Toueg Atomic Broadcast algorithm [3] and the MULTIPAXOS algorithm [I81 require in the best case one additional communication step. {ml; m2; m3}. Sets are denoted as usual using commas: {ml, m2, ms}. An empty sequence is represented by e, and an empty set by the usual 0 symbol. [17] , we use the operators @ and e for representing concatenation and decomposition of sequences, and the function 0 for representing the common prefix of a set of sequences. More precisely, seql @ seq2 is the sequence of all the messages from seql followed by all the messages of seq2; seql e seq2 is the sequence of all messages from seql that are not in seq2; and O(seq1, . . . , seq,) is the longest sequence that is a common prefix to seql, . . . , seq,.
As in
to designate a function that takes a list of sequences seql, . . . , seq, as argument and produces a new sequence by appending all sequences together and removing duplicates. We also assume an implicit conversion from a sequence to a set, whenever we use the following set operators: n, U, E, and 4. For instance, seql f l seq2 = 8 means that there is no common element in seql and seq2.
Additionally, we use the symbol Figure 5 describes the client-side code of the OAR algorithm. The client R-multicasts its request to all processes of ll (line 2) and waits for a quorum of replies (line 3 ) . The weight Wim (m is the request message) of reply," is a set that identifies the servers that endorse reply,". Said differently, let pi be the server that has sent reply,": the weight Wim contains the identifiers of all servers that pi knows to deliver the request in the same order as itself, i.e., to generate the same reply. The value k in the reply identifies the epoch number during which the servers generate the reply.
The client-side algorithm
The client waits until it receives a set of replies that contribute to a total weight greater than or equal to (majority weight). Our algorithm guarantees that individ- The OAR algorithm consists of several tasks. These tasks can execute in any order, but in mutual exclusion. Task 0 receives incoming messages and adds them to R-delivered (line 8). This task is active in phase 1 and in phase 2.
Task la, lb, and I C are active during phase 1. In Task la, the sequencer s periodically checks whether there are some messages which have been received but not yet ordered (line 9). If so, s orders these messages in a sequence and sends the sequence to all processes of ll (line 11). After that, and in order to simplify the algorithm, we assume that the sequencer immediately delivers this message, i.e., immediately executes Task lb.
In Task Epoch IC + 1 starts in the "optimistic" mode, with another process acting as the sequencer: the new sequencer is the next process modulo n (line 34). Another policy can be easily implemented, e.g., the next sequencer can be decided as part of the agreement problem solved in phase 2. In the new epoch the algorithm behaves exactly as in the previous epoch, i.e., client requests are R-delivered (line 7), the sequencer sends sequencing messages (line 1 l) , etc.
Remark. In the OAR algorithm of Figure 6 , execution of phase 2 allows to "forget" about messages Opt-delivered (line 32). So, if phase 2 is executed only rarely, the sequence 0-delivered can become extremely long, which might slow down the execution of the next instance of Cnsvorder in phase 2. The problem can easily be solved by having the sequencer R-multicast a PHASEII message on a regular basis (e.g., every n requests or every t seconds) to explicitly execute phase 2. More lightweight solutions to garbage collect the 0-delivered sequence also exist, but are not detailed here.
Specification of Cnsv-order
We specify the Cnsv-order problem by the following properties, which are commented below: The above properties are sufficient to ensure the correctness of the OAR algorithm. However, we add the following property, which guarantees that no optimistic delivery will be unnecessarily undone.
Undo thriftiness. For all processes p, we have @(Bad,, Newp) = E .
Implementation of Cnsv-order
The Cnsv-order problem can be solved by reduction to a consensus problem. Recall that consensus is defined in terms of two primitives propose(v) and decide(v), and specified as follows: Said differently, the decision sequence contains the initial value of a majority of processes. The consensus with the Maj-validity property can be solved by minor modifications to the consensus algorithm based on OS 131. For a description of these modifications, see [7] .
The implementation of the Cnsv-order function is given in Figure 7 . Each process computes three sequences: 6The sequences dlvi can differ only by their length, i.e., given any two sequences dlv;, dlvj, if they are not equal, one is a prefix of the other. This ensures that the implementation of Cnsv-order satisfies the undo thriftiness property of Section 5.4.
Conclusion
Our optimistic active replication algorithm solves Atomic Broadcast as a subproblem.' However, the origi- ' Where the atomic delivery of a message corresponds to the message being either (1) A-delivered or (2) Opt-delivered but not Opt-undelivered. nality of the OAR algorithm is to handle Atomic Broadcast as a white box, rather than as black box as usually done. This allows us to have an algorithm that is both efficient in terms of latency in "good" runs, while always preserving consistency at the client level. Similarly to sequencerbased Atomic Broadcast algorithms (e.g., [2, 13] ), our algorithm requires only one communication step for ordering messages in absence of failures, but unlike sequencerbased protocols it prevents inconsistencies that may occur with these algorithms.
Reconciliation among the servers is handled thanks to the Opt-undeliver primitive. The probability of having to 'Opt-undeliver a message is very low. It requires a combination of three events: (1) the sequencer s fails or is suspected in such a way that only a minority of processes (call them Pmin) have received ordering information from s, ( 2 ) no process of Pmin has its initial value in the decision of the consensus, and (3) the messages Opt-delivered only by the processes of Pmin are conservatively ordered differently by Cnsv-order. Events (1) and (2) can happen for example i f s E Pmin and Pmin is partitioned from other processes of n.
The OAR algorithm is well-adapted to a transactional environment with a save-point facility. For each replica p , all changes are made in the context of a single transaction, and a new savepoint is declared before each Opt-delivery of a message in phase 1. During phase 2, the system returns to the savepoint before the first message which is in Bad,, and then applies the messages in Good,. At this time the transaction can be committed, and a new transaction begin.
We believe that the OAR algorithm presented in this paper offers a good compromise between efficiency (low latency) and consistency, by not trying to preserve server consistency by all means, but always ensuring consistency at the client level.
